
Wellesley United 
COVID Field Setups

Travel Game Day Fields (Grades 4 – 12)

In-Town Program (Grades Pre-K – 3)

Practice Fields

(click links above to jump to a section)



Travel Game Day Fields



Sprague Field 1 Games

1

7v7 Fields 
These fields will only be available for 4th Grade games

Parking area will be at Sprague parking lot only. Players will be given 
times to arrive with parents dropping off. Each parent will drop off 
at a given time and be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave games. No players 
or coaches will walk across field space. 

Parents will be able to watch from the designated areas. We will 
only use one field at a time and use the other as the buffer zone

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between games. 

Coaches and players will be spaced out on opposite sides of field 
marked with X

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way. 

Saturday Game Times

Field 1A- 9am onwards

Field 1B- 9am onwards

Parking Area and 
Drop Off at Sprague

Players and Coaches

Spectators

Walking Paths



Sprague Field 2 Games

2

Parking and Drop Off 
Area

Players and Coaches

Spectators

Walking Paths

9v9 Fields and 11v11 Field
These fields will only be available for 5th and 6th Grade 
games and can also be used for 7th and 8th Grade games

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave practices. No 
players or coaches will walk across field space. 

No parents will be allowed on the turf fields. We will utilize the 
areas marked for parents to watch games still using social distancing

9v9- parents will use the designated area to watch games and we 
can use the other field as the buffer. 

11v11- parents will be asked to watch the games from the grass 
area and will not be allowed to enter turf field

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between games. 

Coaches and players will be spaced out on opposite sides of field 
marked with

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way. Entrance will be between Softball Field and Turf Field

Saturday Game Times

Field 2A will be 10.30am onwards

Field 2B will be 10.30am onwards



Sprague Field 3 Games

3

Parking Area and Drop 
Off at Middle School

Players and Coaches

Spectators

Walking Paths

9v9 Fields and 11v11 Fields
These fields will only be available for 5th and 6th Grade 
games and can also be used for 7th and 8th Grade games

Parking area will be at Middle School parking lot only. Players will be 
given times to arrive with parents dropping off. Each parent will 
drop off at a given time and be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave games. No players 
or coaches will walk across field space. 

9v9- parents will use the designated area to watch games and we 
can use the other field as the buffer. 

11v11- parents will be asked to watch the games from the grass 
area and will not be allowed to enter turf field

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between games. 

Coaches and players will be spaced out on opposite sides of field 
marked with

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way. Entrance will be down the hill from Middle School parking area 
and will continue down the side of Field 4

Saturday Game Times

Field 3A will be 10.30am onwards

Field 3B will be 10.30am onwards



Sprague Field 4 Games
7v7 Fields 
These fields will only be available for 4th Grade games

Parking area will be at Middle School parking lot only. Players will be 
given times to arrive with parents dropping off. Each parent will 
drop off at a given time and be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave games. No players 
or coaches will walk across field space. 

Parents can watch games from designated area. We will use 4B as 
the buffer zone

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between games. 

Coaches and players will be spaced out on opposite sides of field 
marked with X

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way. Entrance will be down the hill from Middle School parking 
area. 4C you will continue down the full path until you are at the 
bottom and on Field 4C. Field 4A you will walk directly down hill and 
then onto Field 4A.

Saturday Game Times

Field 4A- 9am onwards

Field 4C- 9am onwards

Players and Coaches

Spectators

Walking Paths

Parking Area and Drop 
Off at Middle School



Elm Bank Games

3

4

Parking Area and 
Drop  Off

Overflow 
Parking

9v9 Fields and 11v11 Fields
These fields will only be available for 5th to  8th Grade 
teams

Parking area for Field 3 and 4 will be at Parking lot 2 and overflow 1 
only. Players will be given times to arrive with parents dropping off. 
Each parent will drop off at a given time and be given a time for pick 
up.  

Parents will be able to watch in their designated areas and the 
coaches will be on opposite side of field shown by the X.

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way.

Saturday Game Times

Field 3

Field 3A will be 9am onwards

Field 3B will be 9am onwards

Field 4

Field 4 will be 9am onwards

Players and Coaches

Spectators

Walking Paths



Schofield Games

Parking Area

Drop Off

9v9 Field
These fields will only be available for 5th and 6th Grade 
games

Parking area highlighted. Players will be given times to arrive with 
parents dropping off. Each parent will drop off at a given time and 
be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave games. No players 
or coaches will walk across field space. 

Parents will be able to watch in designated area. Coaches will be 
opposite and are shown as an X

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way.

Saturday Game Times

Field 1 will be 9am onwards

Players and Coaches

Spectators

Walking Paths



Bates Games

1

2

Parking Area

Drop Off

9v9 Fields
These fields will only be available for 5th and 6th Grade 
games

Parking area highlighted. Players will be given times to arrive with 
parents dropping off. Each parent will drop off at a given time and 
be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave games. No players 
or coaches will walk across field space. 

Parents will be able to watch from the designated area and we will 
utilize the other field to buffer the gap. Only 1 game at each field at 
any time

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way.

Saturday Game Times

Field 1 will be 12pm onwards

Field 2 will be 12pm onwards

Players and Coaches

Spectators

Walking Paths



In Town Program



Sprague Field 1st Grade

1

Field 1 
These fields will only be available for 1st Grade teams

Parking area will be at the Sprague parking lot only. Players will be 
given times to arrive with parents dropping off. Each parent will 
drop off at a given time and be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave practices. No 
players or coaches will walk across field space. 

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way. 

Sunday Only

Practice Slot 1 - Girls

Field 1A will be 1.30pm – 2.30pm

Field 1B will be 1.30pm – 2.30pm

Practice Slot 1- Boys

Field 1A will be 3pm-4pm

Field 1B will be 3pm-4pm

Parking Area and 
Drop Off at Sprague



Sprague Field 2 Pre-K

2

Parking and Drop Off 
Area

Field 2 – Pre-K program
These fields will only be available for Pre-K teams

Parking area will be at Sprague School parking lot 1 only. Players will 
be given times to arrive with parents dropping off. Each parent will 
drop off at a given time and be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave practices. No 
players or coaches will walk across field space. 

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way. Entrance will be between Softball Field and Turf Field

Sunday Only

Practice Slot 1

Game 1 - 9:30am

Game 2 - 9:35am

Game 3 - 9:40am

Game 4 - 9:45am

Game 5 - 9:50am



Bates - Kindergarten

1

2

Parking Area

Drop Off

These fields will only be available for Kindergarten teams

Parking area highlighted. Players will be given times to arrive with 
parents dropping off. Each parent will drop off at a given time and 
be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave practices. No 
players or coaches will walk across field space. 

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way.

Saturday Only

Practice Slot 1- Boys Program

Game 1 - 8:45am

Game 2 - 8:45am

Game 3 - 8:45am

Game 4 - 8:45am

Game 5 - 8:30am

Game 6 - 8:30am

Game 7 – 8:30am

Practice Slot 2- Girls Program

Game 1 - 9:40am

Game 2 - 9:40am

Game 3 - 9:40am

Game 4 - 9:40am

Game 5 - 9:25am

Game 6 - 9:25am

Game 7 - 9:25am



Sprague Field 4 – 2nd Grade Field 4 -
These fields will only be available for 2nd Grade teams

Parking area will be at the Middle School only. Players will be given 
times to arrive with parents dropping off. Each parent will drop off 
at a given time and be given a time for pick up.

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave practices. No 
players or coaches will walk across field space. 

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way. Entrance will be down the hill from Middle School parking 
area. 4C you will continue down the full path until you are at the 
bottom and on Field 4C. Field 4A you will walk directly down hill and 
then onto Field 4A.

Sunday Only

Practice Slot 1 - Girls

Field 4D will be 2pm onwards

Field 4A will be 2pm onwards

Field 4C will be 2pm onwards

Field 4B will be 2pm onwards

Practice Slot 1- Boys

Field 4D will be 3.30pm onwards

Field 4A will be 3.30pm onwards

Field 4C will be 3.30pm onwards

Field 4B will be 3.30pm onwards

Parking Area and Drop 
Off at Middle School



Perrin Park 3rd Grade

13

Parking and Drop Off 
Area

7v7 Fields
These fields will only be available for 3rd Grade games

Parking area highlighted. Players will be given times to arrive with 
parents dropping off. Each parent will drop off at a given time and 
be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave games. No players 
or coaches will walk across field space. 

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way.

Saturday Game Times

Game Slot 1- Girls Games                                                 

Field 3 will be 9am
Field 1 will be 9:15am

Game Slot 2

Field 3 will be 10:30am
Field 1 will be 10:45am

Game Slot 3

Field 3 will be 12pm
Field 1 will be 12:15pm

Game Slot 1- Boys Games                                                 

Field 3 will be 3pm
Field 1 will be 3:15pm

Game Slot 2

Field 3 will be 4:30pm
Field 1 will be 4:45pm

Players and Coaches

Spectators

Walking Paths



Practices



Sprague Field 1 Practices

1

7v7 Fields 
These fields will only be available for 3rd and  4th Grade 
teams

Parking area will be at Sprague School parking lot 1 only. Players will 
be given times to arrive with parents dropping off. Each parent will 
drop off at a given time and be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave practices. No 
players or coaches will walk across field space. 

No parents will be allowed on the grass fields. They will need to be 
in their cars or drop off and pick up only.

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way. Entrance will be 1B at drop off area and for 1A you will walk 
behind playing field alongside school

Monday to Friday

Practice Slot 1

Field 1A will be 5.45pm - 6.45pm

Field 1B will be 5.40pm - 6.40pm

Parking Area and 
Drop Off at Sprague



Sprague Field 2 Practices

2

Parking and Drop Off 
Area

9v9 Fields 
These fields will only be available for 5th to  8th Grade 
teams

Parking area will be at Sprague School parking lot 2 only. Players will 
be given times to arrive with parents dropping off. Each parent will 
drop off at a given time and be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave practices. No 
players or coaches will walk across field space. 

No parents will be allowed on the grass fields. They will need to be 
in their cars or drop off and pick up only.

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way. Entrance will be between Softball Field and Turf Field

BAYS: Monday  Wednesday Friday
WPL: Tuesday, Thursday

Practice Slot 1

Field 2A will be 5.45pm - 6.45pm

Field 2B will be 5.40pm - 6.40pm



Sprague Field 3 Practices

3

Parking Area and Drop 
Off at Middle School

9v9 Fields 
These fields will only be available for 5th to  8th Grade 
teams

Parking area will be at Middle School only. Players will be given 
times to arrive with parents dropping off. Each parent will drop off 
at a given time and be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave practices. No 
players or coaches will walk across field space. 

No parents will be allowed on the grass fields. They will need to be 
in their cars or drop off and pick up only.

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way. Entrance will be down the hill from Middle School parking area 
and will continue down the side of Field 4

BAYS: Monday  Wednesday Friday
WPL: Tuesday, Thursday

Practice Slot 1

Field 3A will be 5.45pm - 6.45pm

Field 3B will be 5.40pm - 6.40pm



Sprague Field 4 Practices
7v7 Fields 
These fields will only be available for 4th Grade teams

Parking area will be at Middle School parking lot only. Players will be 
given times to arrive with parents dropping off. Each parent will 
drop off at a given time and be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave practices. No 
players or coaches will walk across field space. 

No parents will be allowed on the grass fields. They will need to be 
in their cars or drop off and pick up only.

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between games. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way. Entrance will be down the hill from Middle School parking 
area. 4C you will continue down the full path until you are at the 
bottom and on Field 4C. Field 4A you will walk directly down hill and 
then onto Field 4A.

BAYS: Monday  Wednesday Friday
WPL: Tuesday, Thursday

Practice Slot 1

Field 4A will be 5.45pm- 6.45pm

Field 4B will be 5.40pm- 6.40pm

Field 4C will be 5.35pm-6.35pm

Parking Area and Drop 
Off at Middle School



Perrin Park Practices

123

Parking and Drop Off 
Area

7v7 Fields
These fields will only be available for 3rd and 4th Grade 
teams

Parking area highlighted. Players will be given times to arrive with 
parents dropping off. Each parent will drop off at a given time and 
be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave practices. No 
players or coaches will walk across field space. 

No parents will be allowed on the grass fields. They will need to be 
in their cars or drop off and pick up only.

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way.

BAYS: Monday  Wednesday Friday
WPL: Tuesday, Thursday

Practice Slot 1

Field 3A will be 3.45pm - 4.45pm

Field 2B will be 3.50pm - 4.50pm

Field 1A will be 3.55pm -4.55pm

Practice Slot 2

Field 3A will be at 5.10pm -6.10pm

Field 2B will be at 5.15pm to 6.15pm

Field 1A will be at  5.20pm -6.20pm



Elm Bank Practices

3

4

Parking Area and 
Drop  Off

Overflow 
Parking

Field 3 and 4- 9v9 Fields 
These fields will only be available for 5th to  8th Grade teams (BAYS) or 
for 2011 – 2006 (WPL)

Parking area for Field 3 and 4 will be at Parking lot 2 and 
overflow 1 only. Players will be given times to arrive with 
parents dropping off. Each parent will drop off at a given time 
and be given a time for pick up.  

No parents will be allowed on the grass fields. They will need 
to be in their cars or drop off and pick up only.

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields 
to allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the 
same way.

BAYS: Monday  Wednesday Friday
WPL: Tuesday, Thursday

Field 3

Practice Slot 1
Field 3A will be 4pm - 5pm
Field 3B will be 4.05pm - 5.05pm

Practice Slot 2
Field 3A will be 5.20pm - 6.20pm
Field 3B will be 5.25pm - 6.25pm

Field 4

Practice Slot 1
Field 4A will be 4pm - 5pm

Practice Slot 2
Field 4A will be 5.15pm - 6.15pm



Elm Bank (Pre-K – 1st)

3

4

Parking Area and 
Drop  Off

Overflow 
Parking

9v9 Fields 
These fields will only be available for Pre-K, K and 1st Grade 
WPL team

Parking area for Field 3 and 4 will be at Parking lot 2 and overflow 1 
only. Players will be given times to arrive with parents dropping off. 
Each parent will drop off at a given time and be given a time for pick 
up.  

No parents will be allowed on the grass fields. They will need to be 
in their cars or drop off and pick up only.

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted  and exit will also be the same 
way.

Wednesday

Field 3

Pre-K

Field 3A will be 1pm- 1.45pm

K

Field 3B will be 1.05pm- 2.05pm

Field 4

1st Grade 

Field 4A will be 2.15pm- 3.15pm



Schofield Practices

Parking Area

Drop Off

9v9 and 7v7 Fields
These fields will only be available for 5th – 6th Grade teams

Parking area highlighted. Players will be given times to arrive with 
parents dropping off. Each parent will drop off at a given time and 
be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave practices. No 
players or coaches will walk across field space. 

No parents will be allowed on the grass fields. They will need to be 
in their cars or drop off and pick up only.

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way.

Monday -Wednesday- Friday

Practice Slot 1

Field 2 will be 4pm - 5pm

Field 1 will be 4.10pm -5.10pm

Practice Slot 2

Field 2 will be at 5.15pm to 6.15pm

Field 1 will be at  5.20pm -6.20pm



Bates Practices

1

2

Parking Area

Drop Off

These fields will only be available for 5th – 8th Grade teams

Parking area highlighted. Players will be given times to arrive with 
parents dropping off. Each parent will drop off at a given time and 
be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave practices. No 
players or coaches will walk across field space. 

No parents will be allowed on the grass fields. They will need to be 
in their cars or drop off and pick up only.

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way.

BAYS: Monday -Wednesday- Friday
WPL: Tuesday, Thursday

Practice Slot 1

Field 2 will be 4pm - 5pm

Field 1 will be 4.15pm -5.15pm

Practice Slot 2

Field 2 will be at 5.30pm to 6.30pm

Field 1 will be at  5.45pm -6.45pm



Upham Practices

Parking Area and 
Drop  Off

9v9 Field
This field will only be available for 5th and 6th Grade teams

Parking area highlighted. Players will be given times to arrive with 
parents dropping off. Each parent will drop off at a given time and 
be given a time for pick up. 

No parents will be allowed on the grass fields. They will need to be 
in their cars or drop off and pick up only.

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way.

Monday to Friday

Practice Slot 1

Field 1 will be 4pm -5pm

Practice Slot 2

Field 1 will be at  5.15pm -6.15pm



Hardy Practices

Parking Area and 
Drop  Off

7v7 Field
This field will only be available for 3rd Grade teams

Parking area highlighted. Players will be given times to arrive with 
parents dropping off. Each parent will drop off at a given time and 
be given a time for pick up. 

Walking path will be utilized for players to leave practices. No 
players or coaches will walk across field space. 

No parents will be allowed on the grass fields. They will need to be 
in their cars or drop off and pick up only.

Field space is also highlighted. We will utilize half of the fields to 
allow for 20ft of spacing between practices. 

Entrance for players is highlighted and exit will also be the same 
way.

Monday -Wednesday- Friday

Practice Slot 1

Field 1 will be 4pm -5pm

Practice Slot 2

Field 1 will be at  5.15pm -6.15pm


